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Abstract—This
paper
introduces
a
quadruped
soft-amphibious robot using 4.0 mm diameter thin and soft
McKibben actuator. The robot utilizes its leg and body bending
mechanism to locomote. For each leg, three links of the
actuators are arranged in parallel with fixed upper and bottom
part. Then, four actuators are arranged in parallel and fixed
with a thin plastic plate in between the actuators for the body
motion. The elastic deformation of the plastic plate actuated by
the actuators assist in the side-to-side motion of the robot
mimicking the gait of the biological creature like
lizard/salamander during walking motion. FEM simulation
studies were performed in Marc Mentat® to evaluate the
bending behaviors and validated with an experimental test.
Walking experiment was tested on a flat surface and on sand
using two different gaits of trot and crawl gait. On the other
hand, swimming experiment was tested inside water using only
crawl gait. Different input pressure and frequency were varied
to study the walking behavior. The robot successfully walks on a
flat and 10o incline plane with a maximum speed of 0.056 m/s
using trot gait and robust to move on sand and in water using
the crawl gait at 0.041 m/s and 0.022 m/s, respectively.

I. INTRODUCTION
Crawling and walking creatures have attract the attention of
researchers because of their ability to move in numerous
conditions including uneven terrain [1], incline or decline
planes [2]. The study on kinematic and dynamic design of
those biological creatures could assist humans in various
applications such as pipe inspection [3] and many others. Such
example of developed crawled robots were based on
caterpillar
[4],
inchworm/earthworm
[5-6],
and
lizard/salamander [7-8]. Some of the robots were controlled
using four [9-10] and six [11-12] legs to mimic the crawling
or walking motion of biological creatures. According to
Parasuraman et al. [8], the quad legged robot will have a
balance body in its walking motion by arranging proper
sequence of gait.
In recent years, the lizard in particular, has been referred to
as a biological model to locomote a mobile robot because of its
advantage in multi-directional crawling with up to 24 degrees
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Figure 1. Soft-Amphibious robot

of freedom [13] including climbing a vertical walls. For stable
walking in straight, curved and inclined/declined path, the
positions of supporting feet and position of center of gravity
play an important role [14]. For fast movement and turning
curvature of turning motion, parameters such as body-limb
coordination, frequency and amplitude phase lag of body
oscillation are required [7]. They locomote with the feet lateral
to the hip and shoulder joint. The position of the feet lateral to
the body makes the bending of the body to the left move the
right front foot forward relative to the left front foot, and the
left back foot forward relative to the right back foot. Bending
to the right has the reverse effect. Lizards take advantage of
this motion to extend their steps by bending their backs from
side to side as they locomote (walk or run) quadrupedal [15].
On the other hand, Urodela, an animal commonly known as
Salamander, belongs to the amphibian group that is
characterized by lizard-like appearance. Instead of climbing,
salamander spends most of its time on ground and underwater.
The salamander is a four-legged amphibian that is able to
swim and walk, and is an excellent model to investigate
vertebrate locomotion during its transition from aquatic to
terrestrial environments [7].
Inspired by the flexible locomotion and amphibian
capability of the salamander, this paper proposed a
soft-amphibious robot as shown in Fig. 1. The robot is able to
locomote on ground and in wet environment with simple body
structure. The robot has four short legs lateral to its long body,
light in weight and actuated by combination of 16 links of thin
and soft McKibben actuators. The soft actuator has been used
because of its simple structure, water resistance and suitable
for watery environment, high compliance, light-weight, and
flexible movement [16]. This robot utilizes two bending
characteristics for its leg and body motions. Prior works have
shown that the soft actuator could provide bending motion by
manipulating the pattern of braided angle along the soft
actuator cylindrical body [5]. Iwata et al. [17] combined two
or more actuators into one. Another technique that could be

used is combining two different patterns of braided angle in a
single soft actuator cylindrical body [18] using multiple
chambers actuator [19], or designing asymmetrical shape of
the actuator as bellow shape [20].
In this paper, the soft-amphibious robot used the
combination of thin soft McKibben actuator with the
contraction type [21] to produce bending motion. By
pressurizing one of the actuators with pneumatic pressure, the
legs and the body of the robot could provide the bending
motion. The combination of multi-actuators bending motion
of the leg and body through the crawl gait provides flexible
locomotion to produce forward or backward motion. The
study contributes to our knowledge by presenting the bending
characteristics (body and leg) by using the contraction of 4.0
mm thin soft McKibben actuator for the soft-amphibious robot
locomotion. The remainder of the paper is organized as
follows. In section II, the robot structure and specification is
presented. Section III discusses two bending characteristics of
thin soft McKibben actuator used for the soft-amphibious
robot. Section IV discusses the circuitry, trot and crawl gait
design and basic walking experiment using both gaits. The
paper concludes with a brief appraisal and future work in
section V.
II. ROBOT STRUCTURE
Salamander uses sprawling posture to support its body.
The upper limbs are typically held horizontally, while the
lower limbs are vertical. To closely mimic the leg structure,
our soft-amphibious robot has a simplified design structure
with four legs and a soft body as shown in Fig. 2. The soft
body is supported by a plastic plate (175 x 25 x1 mm), which
acts as the support element for the robot and to drive and
support the mechanism for body bending function. The robot
mainly consists of a 16-link thin soft actuator that was
assembled using non-metal screws making it light in weigh.
The actuator cap was fabricated using 3D printer with ABS
material. 12 links McKibben actuator were used for the leg
part with three actuators for each leg and four links actuators
for the body with two actuators at each side of the plastic plate.
Each leg has one degrees of freedom (DoF) of roll motion
using the bending properties. The leg has possibility to move
in six directions, however in this report we used only three
directions for the leg motion. The combination of body motion
and one DoF leg movement is able to mimic the
lizard/salamander locomotion.

Figure 2. Schematic of robot design from top view

As the robot is very light and the cap of the actuator that
acts as the foot is frictionless to the surface, we attached a
rubber cloth around the leg to increase friction coefficient.
Adding rubber shoes or heavier mechanism for the foot will
add mass to the leg and significantly affects the inertia of the
leg. Table I shows the specification of the soft-amphibious
robot. Table II shows the length of soft actuator used for both
leg and body motion.
TABLE I.

SPECIFICATION OF SOFT-AMPHIBIOUS ROBOT
Specification

Parameters

Height

50 mm

Width

210 mm

Length

210 mm

Weight

70 g

TABLE II.

SPECIFICATION OF ACTUATORS USED

Actuators

Characteristics
Function

Initial length

Actuator 1 x (12)

leg

60 mm

Actuator 2 x (4)

body

165 mm

III. BENDING THIN SOFT MCKIBBEN ACTUATOR
The McKibben actuator, also known as braided soft
actuator, was initially developed by Schulte in 1960s [22]. The
McKibben actuator consists of cylindrical rubber body and
braided with fiber along its body. The function of braided fiber
is to restrict the actuator expansion in radial direction, thus
providing contraction, expansion or stiffness change.
According to Trivedi et al. [23], the actuator would not
contract nor extend at braided angle 55˚, even when high
pneumatic pressure is applied. The contraction would occur
when the braided angle is less than 55˚ and extend when
braided angle is more than 55˚.
We previously developed thin soft McKibben muscles that
are light, small, and suitable for simple system [21]. The outer
diameter of the silicone rubber tube is 4.0 mm with 1 mm
thickness. The silicone tube is covered by 48 fibers of 0.22
mm Tetron monofilament along its cylindrical body surface to
restrict the tube in radial expansion. The fiber angle was set to
be 18˚ for optimum contraction function of the actuator.
We simulate a single actuator in finite element software,
Marc Mentat®, to measure the contraction displacement when
pneumatic pressure is supplied to the actuator. The material of
the body and braid are set similar to the 4.0 mm McKibben
actuator with silicone rubber and Tetron, respectively. Fig. 3
shows the actuator before and after pressurized at 0.2 MPa.
From there, we validate the simulated contraction behavior
with the experimental result. Fig. 4 shows linear relation of the
simulated contraction ratio and comparison with experimental
data (with hysteresis) at different input pressure. The
experimented contraction force is also shown in the figure.
The experimental contraction ratio increased exponentially
from 0.1 MPa and 0.2 MPa and gives around 22.5 % and 43 N
of contraction ratio and contraction force respectively, at 0.3
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MPa input pressure. As the operating pressure of the
soft-amphibious robot is tested in between 0.15 to 0.3 MPa,
the comparison between simulations and experimental is
acceptable. Differences of contraction ratio in simulation and
experiment are due to non-linear property of the rubber
materials. Both simulation and experimental data was used to
study the bending properties of the thin soft actuator as
described in leg and body bending properties section.
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Figure 7. Simulation trajectory in x-axis and y-axis from z-axis view of leg
bending at 0.15 MPa
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Figure 3. (Left) the actuator before pressurize
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where x and y represent the width and height, respectively.

Figure 4. Comparison between simulated and experimental contraction
ratio and contraction force at different air pressure
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𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝜃 = 𝑥/𝑦
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A. Leg bending property
After simulating single thin McKibben actuator, the
identical three thin McKibben actuators are arranged in
parallel and attached together at the top and bottom. Pressure
is then applied to one actuator and two actuators, respectively
to study the bending motion as shown in Fig. 5. From the
simulation, the bending performances occur towards the
direction of pressurized actuator. Fig. 5 (right) shows the
experimental test at 0.15 MPa to validate the simulation data,
which gives similar angle of 8o. The bending angle for the leg
motion is calculated using Equation (1),
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Figure 6. Experimental evaluation of leg bending for 0 MPa, 0.2 MPa,
0.25 MPa and 0.3 MPa

Fig. 6 shows the experimental evaluation of bending
motion with single actuator at 0 MPa, 0.15 MPa, 0.25 MPa
and 0.3 MPa respectively. The usage of three actuators
successfully provide three bending directions with the
trajectory angle between x-axis and y-axis as shown in Fig. 7.
Another three directional bending motions are also possible
to be performed by pressurizing two actuators at the same
time, making a total of six possible directional motions.
However, the result shows actuating single actuator gives
bigger bending angle thus only one actuation is selected for
the soft-amphibious leg motion. By pressurizing each
actuator at a time with certain delay, circular motion of leg
(black arrow) can be obtained to assist robot locomotion
using crawl gait as shown in Fig. 7. We did not manage to
compare the simulated result of increased pressure value
(more than 0.15 MPa) with the experimental result due to
computational limits. The bending angles of leg at each input
pressure are plotted in Fig. 10.
B. Body bending property
Body bending property of the soft-amphibious could help
the robot to mimic the salamander locomotion. The bending
motion is performed with the assistance of a plastic plate that
is placed in between two actuators at each side of the plate.
This bending property utilizes the plastic plate motion, which
deforms elastically when left and right actuators are actuated.

The aptitude of the plastic in the middle of soft-amphibious
body to contribute to body bending has been validated by
FEM simulation. Fig. 8 shows the bending angle provided by
the body structure with and without appearance of plastic
before and after pressurized with 0.2 MPa. The bending angle
of the body increases as the input pressure increased. This is
due to the bigger amount of contraction force produced by the
McKibben actuator. The allowable load, F is calculated
through Equation (2) where the force of McKibben actuator
should be within this value.
𝐹 = 𝑛𝜋 + 𝐸𝐼/𝐿+

using anguilliform gait. For this robot, the trot gait considers
two legs as minimum number of legs to support the robot
Plastic plate
𝑙9

𝐹7

𝐹8

(2)

𝐹/

where n is the factor accounting for the end conditions, we
consider one end fixed, one end free with n = 0.25, E is the
modulus of elasticity of Polypropylene, E = 2 GPa, I is the
moment of inertia, I=1.302x10-9 m4, and L is the length of the
plastic plate with L=175 mm. The calculated allowable load of
force, F is 210 N. In the body bending structure, we applied
two links of soft actuator on each side. As single actuator can
produce contraction force of 43 N, the overall operated force
at 0.3 MPa is only 86 N which is within the allowable load of
force of the plastic structure. The angle of the bending could
be calculated using deflection Equation (3).
𝜃 = 𝐹/ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 ∙ 𝐿+ /2𝐸𝐼

𝛼

𝑙+

𝑙6

𝜃

Figure 8. Simulated body bending at 0.2 MPa input pressure with
plastic(left) and without plastic (right)

(3)

The side-to-side deformation of the plastic plate also
improves the motion for the soft-amphibious robot to move
similar to the lizard/salamander locomotion. Bending of the
body to the right moves the left front foot forward relative to
the right front foot, and the right back foot forward relative to
the left back foot as shown in Fig. 9. Bending to the left has the
reverse effect. Bending the body side to side will help the
salamander to extend their steps as they locomote.

IV. GAIT DESIGN AND WALKING EXPERIMENT
A. Overall System
The robot is controlled using Arduino Mega 2560. The
system is powered by two sets of 6V DC Li-On battery.
DC-DC converter is used to convert to 24V to drive 16
Koganei B005E1-PS on/off valves. In the present design, the
compressed air is supplied by an air compressor which is not
on board.
B. Trot and crawl gait
Walking gait for quadruped such as turtles uses tripod gait
and achieve its maximum stability by keeping the center of
gravity within the tripods of three feet on the ground.
However, salamander they walk using trot gait and swim

0.2 MPa

0.25 MPa

0.3 MPa

Figure 9. Experimental evaluation of body bending at different input
pressure
21
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Fig. 9 also shows the experimental evaluation of body
bending at initial condition 0 MPa, 0.2 MPa, 0.25 MPa and 0.3
MPa. From the figure, we can observe that the higher the input
pressure, the higher the bending of the robot body angle of the
robot. Bending of both leg and body properties are shown in
Fig. 10 at different pressure from 0.1 MPa to 0.3 MPa. From
the figure, we identified the body bending angle and leg
bending angle of 18.8 o and 16o respectively, at 0.3 MPa input
pressure. The leg-bending angle of 16o enables the robot to
stand with enough height from the ground to ease the
locomotion.
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Figure 10. Body and leg angle properties at different input pressure

motion. The gait is divided into only two phases and will be
repeated for walking motion as shown in Fig. 11. Leg
assignment for the trot gait is shown in Fig. 12 where each leg
will be controlled with an on/off valve. The swing and stance
phase is regulated to obtain the forward motion. The bending

motions support the ZMP of the robot for stable walking.
During walking, the body may drag along the ground, as in
real salamanders locomotion. One cycle of the gait is around
0.5 s to 1.5 s depending on the phase frequency. Table III
shows the specifications of soft-amphibious gait leg
assignment.

from head to tail along the body. However, for the softamphibious robot developed, we proposed a crawl gait using
the leg rotation motion as shown using red arrow in Fig. 7 to
replace the anguilliform swimming gait. This gait was also
used in WAREC robot for its locomotion [24]. The gait is
divided into two phases, the phase of moving legs using the
rotational motion and the phase of the moving the body.
Anguilliform swim gait was not considered due to limited
body length to achieve the travelling wave. As the whole
body is lightweight and have buoyancy effect from the
actuator used, the robot is able to float during the swim gait.
C. Walking and swim experiment

Figure 11. Soft-amphibious robot crawl phases following the salamander
locomotion

LU LD RU RD
L2
LF

RF

LB

RB

Figure 12. Leg assignment for soft-amphibious robot gait
TABLE III.

Phase

SPECIFICATION OF SOFT-AMPHIBIOUS ROBOT GAIT LEG
ASSIGNMENT
Legs
LF

LB

RF

RB

LU

LD

RU

RD

Phase 1

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

Phase 2

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

LF
RF
LU
RU

= left forward
= right forward
= left upper
= right upper

0
LB
RB
LD
RD

= left backward
= right backward
= left down
= right down

Figure 13. Flat surface walking speed with different frequency and input
pressure

For swim motion, the salamander uses an anguilliform
swimming gait, which is very similar to the eel locomotion.
Swimming is based on axial undulations that are propagated

We
conducted
walking
experiment
on
the
soft-amphibious robot to examine the ability of the robot to
perform walking motion. For the walking experiment on flat
surface, we vary the gait frequency and input pressure as
shown in Fig. 13. The result shows that higher input pressure
and higher frequency influences the movements for faster
motion for the walking speed. Higher pressure will contribute
stiffer actuator properties, thus supporting the leg motion for
larger stride. At 2 Hz (fastest frequency), the robot is able to
walk with maximum speed of 0.056 m/s at 0.3 MPa input
pressure.
Fig. 14 shows the walking motion sequence at interval 1 s
for different environment on flat surface, on sand and inside
water. The robot successfully walks using trot gait for flat and
10o incline plane using trot gait. The locomotion on sand and
swimming in water environment was performed successfully
using crawl gait. Walking on uneven sand surface gives faster
speed compared to in water motion as the water contact with
the body increases the drag force to move forward. At 0.3
MPa input pressure and 2 Hz valve frequencies, the recorded
speed was 0.041 m/s and 0.022 m/s, respectively. The
experiment also shows that the soft-amphibious robot is
robust in dusty, dry and wet environment.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a soft-amphibious robot with combination of
three actuator links for the leg and four actuators for the body
was presented. Structural robot design, walking gait and
experiment were also discussed. The robot utilizes two
bending characteristics using thin soft McKibben actuator for
leg bending and body bending properties. Leg bending
properties study was performed in FEM simulation and
further validated with experimental test. For body bending
property, the deformation of the plastic plate improves the
motion for the soft-salamander by supporting the body to
mimic the salamander locomotion during walking. The robot
succeeded to locomote on flat and incline surface, on sand
and in water environment using trot and crawl gaits. Some
parameter changes were studied to see the effect of frequency
and input pressure on the speed and stability of walking
motion. As an extension to the work, it would be interesting to
design a longer robot and assess the soft-amphibious robot
ability to swim using the Anguilliform swim gait.

a)

b)

a)

b)

c)
c)

Figure 14. Walking/swimming motion sequence of soft-salamander at interval 1 s for three different environments
a) on flat surface using trot gait utilizing body bending b) on sand and c) inside water using crawl gait.
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